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Fresh ingredients, healthy living – in a kitchen with vision
Inspiration indoor farming – an integrated raised garden bed in this kitchen plan brings
nature right into your own home. At the same time, this example shows what LEICHT has
to offer so that users‘ new and at times unconventional ideas can be converted into practical reality and feature in appealing spaces.
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Planning a kitchen with LEICHT will help find a solution for virtually all modern requirements and provide visionary assistance at the same time. This is something that can be seen in this unusual kitchen
scenario in which – one conceivable possibility in interior design – nature is brought into the living kitchen. Fresh herbs, crisp lettuce and top-quality vegetables arrive on your plate straight from the garden
bed. The main idea in this progressive plan is a green area, a kind of raised garden bed, which can be
accessed easily from all sides of the spacious work area and around which all relevant functional areas
have been arranged. Preparing, cooking and eating take place here effectively in nature – a major plus in
terms of living quality thanks to a cleverly designed kitchen. This is a source of inspiration for architects
and creative end users who want to implement their own ideas with the wide range of instruments provided by LEICHT. Kitchen systems from LEICHT expressly invite consumers and architects to engage in
the design process.
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Making current requirements the maxim for perfect kitchen planning
Many people set great store by the labels „regional“ and „organic“ on foodstuffs, now both desirable
and affordable. The desire to cultivate a healthy lifestyle represents current trends which focus on awareness and mindfulness. With great planning vision, LEICHT demonstrates with this kitchen plan how
these kinds of requirements can be satisfied as a matter of course in a very modern way: in this case,
by bringing nature itself into the kitchen. Thanks to the innovative planting area integrated directly in the
workspace, users can grow, clean, cut and work with their own produce. Due to the reduced-sized sink
adjacent to the integrated bed, the workspace looks like a green oasis. The kitchen design is deliberately
understated to showcase the focal point. At the same time, it is also an example of an integrative interior
design literally giving pioneering ideas plenty of space. LEICHT illustrates what is possible, proving its
holistic architectural approach. Add ideas from users to this cocktail and planning freedom knows no
bounds.

Fresh impact: understated design showcases the focus
The design of all areas underlines the fresh atmosphere of the kitchen with shining white fronts and matt
glass surfaces in understated aluminium frames, giving the space a piercingly clear look. The kitchen
appears to be a white screen which stays in the background to paint a picture of „green“, of nature in
your living environment and colourful cooking experiences. The corresponding working utensils are also
highlighted accordingly: just like a garden tool rack with hooks for spade, shears and Co, a railing system made of brushed aluminium provides fast access to knives and herbs; hooks and containers can be
used to ensure other kitchen accessories are quick to hand.

Smooth and calm thanks to concealed storage space
Across from the working island, a „room in room“ provides more space for stowing things away. Thanks
to the walk-in cube, household appliances and groceries can be concealed. This means the kitchen
space remains tidy and the overall picture is a harmonious one. Thanks to the high-gloss lacquered unit
sides, this generous storage space is deliberately reticent within the kitchen scenario.

Thank you in advance for sending us a courtesy copy on publication.
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